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Abstract 
It has been shown that there exists a transition in the average-case complexity of tree search 
problems, from exponential to polynomial in the search depth. We develop a new method, called 
E-transformation, which makes use of this complexity transition, to find a suboptimal solution. 
With a random tree model, we show that, as the tree depth approaches infinity, the expected 
number of nodes expanded by branch-and-bound (BnB) using stransformation is at most cubic 
in the search depth, and that the relative error of the solution cost found with respect o the 
optimal solution cost is bounded above by a small constant. We also present an iterative version 
of c-transformation that can be used to find both suboptimal and optimal goal nodes. Depth-first 
BnB (DFBnB) using iterative Hransformation significantly improves upon DPBnB on random 
trees with large branching factors and deep goal nodes, finding a better solution sooner. We then 
present experimental results for ctransformation and iterative -transformation  the asymmetric 
traveling salesman problem ( ATSP) and tbe maximum boolean satisfiability problem, and identify 
the conditions under which these two methods are effective. On the ATSP, DFBnB using E- 
transformation outperforms a well-known local search method, and DFBnB using iterative E- 
transformation improves upon DFBnB. 
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Fig. 1. Phase transition of tree search problems. 
1. Introduction 
It has been observed that phase transitions exist in many intelligent systems [ 121 
and combinatorial optimization problems [4,5,19,22,27,28,32,40,43,44,46]. A phase 
transition is a dramatic hange to some problem property as some control parameter 
changes across a critical point. The simplest phase transition example is that water 
changes from a liquid phase to a solid phase when the temperature drops below the 
freezing point. 
The earliest evidence of a computational phase transition in the artificial intelligence 
literature was the phase transition of a tree search problem [ 193, which has recently 
been studied in detail [27,28,43,44,46]. The objective of the problem is to find an 
optimal goal node of a tree in which the edges are assigned some nonnegative costs, 
the cost of a node is the sum of the edge costs on the path from the root to the node, 
and an optimal goal node is a liode at a fixed depth which has minimum cost among all 
nodes at that depth. When edge costs are independent and identically distributed random 
variables, the expected complexity of finding an optimal goal node experiences a phase 
transition, from exponential to polynomial in the search depth. The control parameter 
that determines this transition is the expected number of children of a node that have 
the same cost as their parent, called same-cost children. Let b be the expected branching 
factor, which is the expected number of children of a node, and po be the probability that 
an edge has zero cost. The expected number of same-cost children is bpo. It was shown 
that the expected complexity of finding an optimal goal node decreases dramatically 
from exponential to polynomial in the search depth when bpo increases from less than 
one to greater than one [ 19,27,28,43,44,46]. This transition is summarized by Fig. 1. 
The recognition of this phase transition and the corresponding control parameter is not 
only important, providing insight into problem properties, but also useful, allowing us 
to separate difficult problem instances from easy ones. 
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Most tree search problems encountered in practice require computation that is ex- 
ponential in the search depth, even in the average case. In other words, they are lo- 
cated in the exponential region of Fig. 1. However, it is often the case that we do 
not need optimal solutions, but rather ones that have satisfactory quality and can be 
found quickly. Therefore, the development of approximation algorithms is particularly 
important. 
In this paper, we develop a new method for finding suboptimal solutions of tree 
search problems quickly. Our method is a state-space transformation method, called 
e-transformation. The idea is to use the phase transition shown in Fig. 1 to transform 
a state space that is difficult to search into a new state space that can be searched 
quickly on average. The optimal solution to the transformed state space and the value 
of this solution in the original state space are approximations of the optimal solution 
and optimal solution value for the original problem. Our results on a random tree model 
show that, in the limit as the tree depth approaches infinity, both best-first search (BFS) 
and depth-first branch-and-bound (DFBnB) using a-transformation run in expected time 
that is polynomial in the search depth, and find a suboptimal goal node whose cost has 
constant relative error. 
We also present an iterative version of a-transformation for finding both suboptimal 
and optimal solutions. DFBnB using iterative e-transformation significantly improves 
upon pure DFBnB on large random trees, finding better solutions sooner on average. 
We further examine e-transformation and iterative e-transformation on the asymmetric 
traveling salesman problem and maximal boolean satisfiability, and identify the con- 
ditions under which e-transformation and iterative e-transformation are effective. We 
present experimental results that compare DFBnB using a-transformation and itera- 
tive c-transformation with a local search method [ 17,25,3 1,391 and truncated DFBnB 
[ 15,421. 
The paper is organized as follows. We first discuss the phase transition of tree search 
problems in more detail in Section 2. We then present e-transformation i Section 3, 
and analyze its performance in Section 4. We consider an improvement and a variation 
to c-transformation i  Section 5. In Section 6, we develop iterative c-transformation. 
We present experimental results for e-transformation and iterative e-transformation i
Section 7. Related work is discussed in Section 8, and finally our conclusions appear in 
Section 9. 
Shorter versions of this paper appeared in [48,49]. 
2. Tree search and phase transitions 
A state space is a general model for problem solving, and a state-space tree is 
a special form of a state space that has been used extensively [21,35]. In a state- 
space tree, the root node represents the problem to be solved, internal nodes represent 
subproblems generated uring the search, and the edges along a path from the root to a 
leaf node represent the sequence of operators that must be applied to solve the problem. 
An optimal goal node is a leaf node that has minimum cost among all leaf nodes. The 
objective of searching a state-space tree is to find an optimal goal node. 
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Fig. 2. A simple incremental random tree. 
The cost of a node in a state-space tree is the estimate of the actual cost of solving 
the problem through that node. For most combinatorial problems, monotonic node costs 
can be obtained by relaxing the constraints on the problem [35], meaning that the cost 
of a child node is greater than or equal to the cost of its parent. A state-space tree 
with node costs can also be treated as if it has edge costs. The cost of an edge that 
connects two nodes is just the difference between the cost of the child node and that of 
the parent. Edge costs are nonnegative if node costs are monotonically nondecreasing 
with increasing depth. An edge cost can also be considered as the cost of an operator 
that maps the parent to the child node. Overall, a state space can be modeled by the 
following random tree, which was proposed and studied in [27,28,43,44,46 1. 
Definition 2.1. An incremental random tree or random tree T( b, d) is a tree with depth 
d, and independent and identically distributed random branching factors with mean b. 
Nonnegative dge costs are bounded and independently drawn from a common prob- 
ability distribution. The cost of a node is the sum of the edge costs along the path 
from the root to that node. An optimal goal node is a node of minimum cost at depth 
d. 
Fig. 2 shows an example of an incremental random tree, where the numbers on edges 
are the edge costs and the numbers in nodes are the resulting node costs. 
Two important features of this model are worth mentioning. The first is that multiple 
optimal goal nodes can exist, in contrast o models in which only one optimal goal is 
allowed [ 10,35,36]. The second is that, unlike the conventional assumption that the 
costs of all nodes are independent [ 10,35,36], the costs of two nodes are dependent 
upon each other if they share common edges on their paths to the root, with the degree 
of dependence based on the number of edges they have in common. 
What is the cost of an optimal goal node in a random tree? Let po be the probability 
that an edge has cost zero. Then bm is the expected number of children of a node whose 
costs are the same as that of their parent, which are referred to as same-cost children 
of the node or same-cost children for short. Intuitively, when bpo > 1, each node has at 
least one same-cost child on average. Therefore, the optimal goal cost will not grow very 
fast. The extreme case is when all edges have zero cost, so that po = 1 and all nodes 
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have zero cost. However, when bpo < 1, the number of same-cost children is small, and 
the optimal goal cost grows with the depth. In the extreme case when all edges have 
a nonzero constant value, the optimal goal cost grows linearly with the depth. These 
results were previously presented in [ 19,27,28] and are summarized by the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let C* be the cost of an optimal goal node of a random tree T( b, d). As 
d --+ W, 
( 1) when bpo < 1, P/d + CY almost surely, 3 where a is a constant independent of 
d, 
(2) when bpo = 1, C* / loglogd --+ 1 almost surely, and 
(3) when bpo > 1, C* almost surely remains bounded. 
Lemma 2.2 means that, as d --+ co, ad is the dominant erm of C* when bpo < 1, 
and loglogd is the dominant erm when bpo = 1. 
Two widely used search algorithms can be used to find an optimal goal node, both 
of which are special cases of branch-and-bound (BnB) [24,34], a general technique 
for problem solving. The first one is best-first search (BFS). BFS maintains a par- 
tially expanded state space, and at each cycle expands a minimum-cost node among 
all those generated but not yet expanded, until an optimal goal node is chosen for 
expansion. 
The second algorithm is depth-first branch-and-bound (DFBnB). DFBnB uses an 
upper bound u on the cost of an optimal goal. Starting at the root node, it chooses a 
most recently generated node, or a deepest node in the partially expanded state-space 
tree, and either expands this node if its cost is less than U, or prunes the node if its cost 
is greater than or equal to u. Whenever a new leaf node is found whose cost is less than 
U, u is revised to the cost of this new solution. In order to find an optimal goal node 
quickly, the newly generated child nodes should be searched in increasing order of their 
costs. This is called node ordering. 
On a state-space tree with monotonically nondecreasing ode costs, any algorithm that 
is guaranteed to find an optimal goal node must examine all nodes whose costs are less 
than the optimal goal cost C*. When bpo < 1, C* grows linearly with depth by Lemma 
2.2. intuitively, the average number of nodes whose costs are less than C* is exponential 
in this case, so that finding an optimal goal node takes exponential time. The extreme 
case is when no two nodes have the same cost, and thus po = 0 and bpo = 0. On the 
other hand, when bpo > 1, C* is a constant by Lemma 2.2. There are a large number 
of nodes that have the same cost and many optimal goal nodes in this case [46], so 
that finding an optimal goal node is relatively easy. The extreme case is when all edges 
have zero cost, i.e. po = 1, and hence every leaf of the tree is an optimal goal node. 
Overall, the expected number of nodes expanded by BFS and DFBnB is also governed 
by the expected number of same-cost children bpo. 
‘A sequence X, of random variables is said to converge almost surely (with probability one) to X if 
P(lim,,,, X,=X)=1 [38]. 
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Lemma 2.3 ( [ 27,28,44,46] >. On a random tree T( b, d), as d --) 00, 
(1) when bpo < 1, both BFS and DFBnB generate 6(pd) 4 nodes on average for 
some constant P, 1 < p < b, 
(2) when bpo = 1, BFS generates e(d*) nodes and DFBnB generates 0(d3) nodes 
on average, and 
(3) when bpo > 1, BFS generates 8(d) nodes and DFBnB generates O(d*) nodes 
on average. 
BFS is optimal among all algorithms that are guaranteed to find an optimal goal 
node using the same cost function, up to tie-breaking [ 6,461. Therefore, the complexity 
of BFS for solving the problem of finding an optimal goal node is the complexity of 
the problem. Lemma 2.3 indicates that the expected problem complexity experiences a
transition, from exponential to polynomial in the search depth. The control parameter 
that controls this transition is the expected number of same-cost children (bpo) of a 
node. This phase transition is illustrated by Fig. 1 in Section 1. 
3. Epsilon-transformation 
c-transformation is based on the following very simple observation of the phase 
transition shown in Fig. 1. For a random tree T( b, d), if we can increase the expected 
number of same-cost children of a node so that bpo > 1, then the expected complexity 
of finding an optimal goal node becomes quadratic in d. This can be accomplished 
by raising po, since the branching factor is usually fixed by the structure of the state 
space. However, increasing po means obtaining a better node-cost function [46], which 
requires more information about the problem, and is generally impractical. If we are 
willing to sacrifice solution quality, however, we are able to transform the problem of 
finding an optimal solution using exponential computation on average, to the problem of 
finding a suboptimal solution using polynomial computation on average by artificially 
increasing PO. This is illustrated by Fig. 3. 
po can be increased by setting some nonzero edge costs to zero. By doing this, we 
actually discard information about edge or node costs. In order to reduce the amount 
of information lost and to improve the expected solution quality, we only set to zero 
those edge costs that are below a particular value E. This is why we call our method 
e-transformation. E is set to the smallest possible value such that a suboptimal goal 
node can still be found in average time that is polynomial in the search depth. In other 
words, we only transform a problem in the exponential region to the phase transition 
boundary. 
Definition 3.1. For a constant E, an s-tree T,(b, d) of a random tree T(b, d) is the 
same as T( b, d), except that those edge costs in T( b, d) that are less than or equal to 
4 @(x(x)) denotes the set of all functions o(x) such that there exist positive constants cl, ~2, and xa with 
clx(x) < O(X) < czx(x) for all x 2 xn. In other words, 0(x(x)) represents functions of the same 
asymptotic order as x(x) 
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Fig. 3. Transforming a difficult problem to au easy one. 
E are set to zero in T, (b, d), and the node costs are updated accordingly. The edge and 
node costs of T( b, d) are referred to as actual values, and the edge and node costs of 
T,( b, d) are called transformed values. 
An s-tree is still a random tree, but with an adjusted edge-cost distribution, i.e., with 
an increased probability of zero-cost edges. Let f(x) be the probability density function 
and F(x) be the probability distribution of actual edge costs, i.e. P{edge cost < X) = 
F(X) = Jo” f (t)dt. Then the probability that an edge has cost less than or equal to E 
is F(E) = J: f (t)dt, which is also the probability pE that an edge of T,( b, d) has cost 
zero. Fig. 4(a) illustrates an edge-cost density function and its adjusted ensity function 
for a given E. Fig. 4(b) shows a T( 2,2) and its corresponding TE( 2,2) with E = 0.25, 
where the numbers on the edges are edge costs, and the numbers in the nodes are the 
resulting node costs. 
The value of E is based on the probability distribution F(x) of edge costs of T( b, d). 
In order for BnB to run in polynomial average time, the value of a is chosen such that 
bp, 2 1. To maximize the solution quality, we select the minimum E that satisfies the 
condition that bp, >/ 1. That is, we choose 
&* = min{e ) bp, > l}, where pe = F(E). (1) 
We should mention that this method for setting the value of E* requires a large search 
depth so that the asymptotic results of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 apply. 
After the transformation, one of the branch-and-bound (BnB) search methods, namely 
best-first search (BFS) or depth-first branch-and-bound (DFBnB), can be adopted to 
find an optimal goal node of the e-tree T, ( b, d) , and return the actual value of this goal 
node. The optimal goal node of an s-tree is not necessarily the optimal goal node of 
its original random tree (see Fig. 4(b) for an example). This is why e-transformation 
is not guaranteed to find an optimal goal node. For notational simplicity, we refer to 
BnB using e-transformation as c-BnB. Specifically, we refer to BFS or DFBnB using 
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&-transformation as e-BFS or e-DFBnB, respectively. In addition, when E = E*, we refer 
to c-transformation as E*-transformation. Similarly, we refer to BnB, BFS or DFBnB 
using &*-transformation ase*-BnB, e*-BFS or e*-DFBnB, respectively. 
Although E-BFS and e-DFBnB are guided by the transformed values of the nodes 
in the random tree, the algorithms can use the actual node values to improve solution 
quality. Specifically, when there exists more than one node with the same minimum 
transformed value, the one with the minimum actual value is selected for expansion 
next. In other words, we break ties among nodes with the same transformed value in 
favor of those with the smallest actual values, so that the leaf nodes visited are more 
likely to have smaller actual costs. We call this actual-value oniering. This ordering has 
no impact on the transformed value of the solution produced, but can reduce the actual 
value of goal node found. The solution quality of e-DFBnB can be further improved by 
returning the smallest actual value over all the leaf nodes visited. 
4. Properties of epsilon-transformation 
4. I. Effectiveness 
The expected running time of E* -BnB on a random tree and the corresponding solution 
quality are summarized in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.1. On a random tree T(b,d) with bpo < 1, as d --+ co, e*-BnB runs in 
expected time that is at most cubic in d, and finds a goal node whose expected relative 
solution cost error ((C,. - C*)/C*, where C,. is the solution cost and C* is the 
optimal solution cost) is almost surely a constant less than or equal to (S/ff - l), 
where a is a constant as defined in Lemma 2.2, and 6 = E [ edge cost x 1 x < E* I. 
Proof. E* is chosen by Eq. ( 1) so that the expected number of same-cost children in 
T,- (b,d) is one, i.e. bp,. = 1. Thus, by Lemma 2.2, the expected number of nodes 
expanded by a*-BnB is at most cubic in d, in the limit as d + w. 
Let C’ be the cost of an optimal goal node of T( b, d). By Lemma 2.2, P/d -+ a 
almost surely as d 4 co, where (Y is a constant. Let C be the transformed value of 
an optimal goal node of T,* (b, d). By Lemma 2.2 and since E* satisfies (l), we have 
C/( log log d) --+ 1 almost surely as d -+ 0;). This means that ad and loglogd are the 
dominant erms of C* and C, respectively, as d + 00, i.e., 
C* = ad + 41 (d), C = loglogd + 42(loglogd), (2) 
almost surely as d + co, for some functions 41 (d) E o(d) 5 and &(loglogd) E 
o( loglogd). Let C,* be the actual value of the solution returned by a*-BnB. C,= 
consists of two parts. The first part is the sum of edge costs on the solution path which 
are greater than a*. The transformed and actual values of these edges are the same and 
give rise to the transformed value C of the optimal goal node in T,. (b, d). The second 
part is the sum of the actual values of the edges on the solution path whose transformed 
values were set to zero. The actual values of these edges must be less than or equal to 
E*. Let 6 be the expected actual value of an edge that has a zero transformed value, 
and k be the number of zero-cost edges on the solution path in T,. (b, d), where k < d. 
Since edge costs are independent and identically distributed, following (2) we then have 
C,+ = C + Sk 
<C+6d 
= Sd + loglogd + &(loglogd), (3) 
as d -+ 00. Expressions (2) and (3) give the asymptotic relative error of C,* as 
c,. - C” jima c* < lim 6d + loglogd + &(loglogd) - (ad + 41 td)) ’ d+ca ad + 41(d) 
= lim 
(8 - a)d 
d-cm cud + 4, (d) 
+ lim loglogd + &(loglogd) - 41 (d) 
d-cm ‘xi + 41(d) 
=6/a- 1, 
which is a constant, since 6 < E*, and both a* and (Y are constants. q 
5 o(,y(x) ) denotes the set of all functions w(x) such that for all positive constants c there is an xo with 
w(x) < cx(x) for all x > no, or equivalently lim,,, 0(x)/x(x) = 0. 
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Fig. 5. Solution quality and computation tradeoff on random trees. 
4.2. Quality versus complexity tradeoff 
A useful feature of c-transformation is that a tradeoff can be made between the 
expected complexity of .z-BnB and the solution quality. Solutions with higher costs can 
be produced with less computation by using a larger value of E. Solutions with lower 
costs can be produced with greater computation by using a smaller value of E. 
Fig. 5 shows examples of this tradeoff for s-DFBnB with actual-value ordering on 
uniform random trees T(b = 2,d = 10) and T(b = 2,d = 20) (Fig. 5(a)), and 
T(b = 4,d = 10) and T(b = 4,d = 20) (Fig. 5(b)). The edge costs are uniformly 
chosen from the set (0, l/r, 2/r,. . . , 1 - l/r}, where r = 216 - 1. The horizontal axes 
are the average numbers of nodes expanded by e-DFBnB as a percentage of the average 
numbers of nodes expanded by pure DFBnB for finding an optimal goal node. The 
vertical axes are the average relative errors of the actual costs of the goal nodes found 
by e-DFBnB as a percentage of the optimal goal costs. Data points in Fig. 5, each of 
which is averaged over the same 500 problems, correspond to different values of E, with 
E = 0.0 for the rightmost point, E = 0.1 for the next data point to the left and so on, up to 
E = 1 .O for the leftmost point. e-DFBnB with E = 0.0 is exactly pure DFBnB. e-DFBnB 
with E = 1 and node ordering corresponds to a greedy algorithm, which starts at the 
root, and repeatedly expands a child node that has minimum cost among all children of 
the current node until it reaches a leaf node. 
Fig. 5 also shows that for two trees with the same branching factor, this tradeoff 
is more pronounced on a deep tree than on a shallow one. When E < E*, s-BnB 
expands an exponential number of nodes O(pd), where p is a constant greater than 
one. However, p depends on E, and a larger E gives a smaller /3. That is, et gives rise 
to expected complexity O(&) and ~2 gives rise to expected complexity O(@), and 
/3r > /?2 if ~1 < ~2. Therefore, when we increase E from et to ~2, we reduce the average 
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complexity by 0( /?f - j3:). A small increment in E leads to an exponential reduction 
in node expansions when E < E*. Consequently, in this case, a small sacrifice in the 
solution quality leads to a larger reduction in node expansions on a deep tree than on 
a shallow tree. Similarly, for two trees with the same depth, this tradeoff is also more 
pronounced on a tree with larger branching factor than on one with smaller branching 
factor. This can be seen by comparing Fig. 5 (a) with Fig. 5 (b) . 
4.3. Variance in complexity 
It has been observed that the thermal energy fluctuations of a physical system can 
cause large changes in the system state when the system is at or near to a phase 
transition [41]. If the complexity of BnB using .&ransformation also had this property, 
then we should use an E that is larger than E*, in order to avoid a large variance in the 
complexity of finding a solution. 
In our experiments, however, we did not observe a large variance in the complexity of 
BnB using e-transformation near the phase transition. Fig. 6 shows examples on random 
trees with depth ten and with the branching factor equal to two and four. The edge 
costs were uniformly chosen from the set (0, l/r, 2/r,. . . , 1 - l/r}, where r = 216 - 1. 
The horizontal axis is the value of E, and the vertical axis is the standard eviation in 
the node expansions used by e-DFBnB. The results in Fig. 6 show that the standard 
deviation of node expansions used by e-DFBnB monotonically decreases as E increases. 
This makes sense because when E is increased, many more nodes will be pruned on 
average because more nodes have the same cost, so that we would expect he standard 
deviation in the number of node expansions to be smaller as a result. 
5. Improvements and extensions 
In this section, we first consider how to overcome the difficulty of applying E- 
transformation when the edge-cost distribution is unknown. We then discuss another 
node pruning method that branch-and-bound can use along with e-transformation. 
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5.1. Learning E 
The effectiveness of e-transformation depends upon the parameter a, whose value is 
calculated based on the branching factor and the edge-cost distribution. Unfortunately, for 
practical search problems, the branching factor and edge-cost distribution are generally 
not directly available. Nevertheless, the value of E can be learned on-line during search, 
by sampling the nodes in the search tree to estimate the branching factor and edge-cost 
distribution. 
Consider DFBnB using e-transformation. If actual-value node ordering is employed, 
the first leaf node reached by DFBnB remains the same regardless of whether E- 
transformation is used or not. DFBnB can take all nodes generated in the process 
of reaching the first leaf node as samples, and use them to estimate the branching factor 
and edge-cost distribution. These estimates are then used to calculate a value for E. As 
the search proceeds, the estimates of the branching factor and edge-cost distribution can 
be refined and used to update the value of E. 
5.2. Actual-value pruning 
One variation of e-DFBnB is to use actual-value pruning. Actual-value pruning pre- 
vents e-DFBnB from exploring an interior node if its actual value exceeds the actual 
value of the best goal node found up to that point, which is called the actual-value upper 
bound. The intuition is that an interior node can be pruned if it cannot lead to a goal 
node with a better actual value than the one found so far. Intuitively, one might expect 
actual-value pruning to improve the search efficiency of .s-DFBnB by pruning additional 
nodes, and not to affect the solution quality. 
Unfortunately, these expectations are wrong. The search efficiency of a-DFBnB may 
not improve since a node n may have a higher actual value than the actual-value upper 
bound, but may have a lower transformed value than the transformed-value pper bound. 
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The optimal goal node of T,( b, d) may be located underneath node n. Therefore, actual- 
value pruning reduces the opportunity to update the transformed-value upper bound. 
Consequently, actual-value pruning may cause some nodes with higher transformed val- 
ues to be expanded, which are not expanded by e-DFBnB without actual-value pruning. 
Overall, e-DFBnB with and without actual-value pruning explore different parts of the 
search tree. Whether or not actual-value pruning increases or decreases the running time 
depends upon the relative pruning power of these two different pruning methods for a 
given problem. For the same reason, the solution quality they produce may differ as 
well. 
Our experimental results on random trees show that e*-DFBnB with actual-value 
pruning runs longer but finds better solutions than e*-DFBnB without actual-value prun- 
ing. Fig. 7 shows one example of our results on uniform binary random trees, with 
edge costs uniformly chosen from {0,1/r, 2/r, . . . , 1 - l/r}, where I = 216 - 1. The 
horizontal axes are the depths of the random trees, the vertical axis of the left graph is 
the average number of nodes expanded by e*-DFBnB, and the vertical axis of the right 
graph is the average relative error of solution costs from e*-DFBnB. For each search 
depth, the results are averaged over the same 500 problems. 
Note that the expected complexity of &*-DFBnB without actual-value pruning is 
cubic in the search depth (Theorem 4.1). This cubic complexity is located exactly on 
the boundary of the exponential-polynomial transition (Lemma 2.3 and Fig. 1) . Thus, 
the penalty to e*-DFBnB with actual-value pruning is that it has to run in average time 
that is exponential in the search depth on average to find better solutions. Whether or 
not the increased running time will give rise to better solution quality depends upon 
the problem domain. Fig. 8 further compares E*-DFBnB with actual-value pruning and 
E*-DFBnB without actual-value pruning on uniform random trees T(b = 2,d = 10) 
and T(b = 2,d = 20), by considering the tradeoff between the average number of 
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node expansions and the solution quality. The edge costs are uniformly chosen from 
(0, l/r, 2/r,. . . , 1 - l/r}, where r = 2t6 - 1. The horizontal axes are the average of the 
total node expansions of e*-DFBnB as percentages of the total node expansions of pure 
DFBnB for finding an optimal goal node. The vertical axes are the relative errors of 
the goal costs found by e-DFBnB. Each data point in Fig. 8 is an average of the same 
500 problems. Fig. 8 shows that e-DFBnB without actual-value pruning generally finds 
better solutions than c-DFBnB with actual-value pruning on average, given the same 
average amount of computation on random trees. Although this difference is small, it 
has shown up consistently in our experiments on random trees. Ultimately, the decision 
about whether or not to use actual-value pruning will depend on the problem domain. 
6. Iterative epsilon-transformation 
It may be the case that we need a better solution than can be guaranteed by E*- 
transformation. For example, we may be asked to generate a solution whose cost is 
within a few percentage points of the optimal cost. s*-transformation is not guaranteed 
to find such suboptimal solutions. To increase the solution quality, we may use an E 
that is less than E*. However, the previous analyses of BnB [ 19,27,28,43,44,46] do 
not provide a guideline on how to set this smaller E in order to guarantee a given error 
bound. 
To address this issue, we suggest an algorithmic approach to searching for an E 
that produces a solution of desired quality. This approach is an iterative version of 
e-BnB, which we call iterative a-BnB. Iterative e-BnB performs a sequence of BnB 
searches with a series of e-transformations, where the value of E is reduced after each 
iteration. The first iteration performs e*-BnB. Within each iteration, BnB keeps track 
of the largest actual edge cost encountered that is less than E. Call this value u,,. At 
the end of an iteration, if the cost of the solution found is less than or equal to the 
required solution cost, by comparing it to a lower bound that can be obtained from the 
BnB algorithm itself (see discussion below), then the algorithm stops. Otherwise, the 
algorithm calculates a new value of E, and executes another e-BnB iteration. 
There are many ways to update the value of E. First note that the next iteration will 
not expand a node that has not been explored in the previous iteration if the E value 
of the next iteration is greater than urnax. Therefore, to explore more of the trees in 
the next iteration, the new value for E must be less than or equal to urnaX. The most 
conservative approach is to set E = urnax. In general, a small reduction in the value of 
E may only cause a few new nodes to be explored in the next iteration, which in turn 
may lead to a large number of iterations, and consequently a large node-regeneration 
overhead. Alternatively, we may reduce the value of E by a larger amount, such as 
setting E = umax/2, in order to reduce the number of iterations. This whole process can 
be continued until a solution is found whose cost is less than the required cost bound, 
or an optimal solution is obtained. 
Iterative e-BnB can monitor the termination condition during the search, and can 
obtain a lower bound on the optimal goal cost C* as follows. Let C, be the actual value 
of the best solution found so far, and 2 be the minimum of the actual values of the nodes 
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that have been generated but not expanded at any point during the current iteration. If 
2 > C,, then C, must be the optimal goal cost C*, and the algorithm can terminate with 
an optimal solution, because any leaf nodes below a frontier node of the current search 
tree must have cost greater than 1, due to monotonicity of node costs. This stopping 
condition also applies to the case of E = 0, which is DFBnB. Otherwise, if 1 < C,, then 
1 is a lower bound on C*. Because of the monotonicity of node costs, this lower bound 
is no looser than the lower bound that is the cost of the root node. This lower bound 
I has been referred to as the bound from partial enumeration [26], which explores a 
partial search tree. 
Theorem 6.1. Let edge costs be chosen from a finite set of nonnegative integers with 
maximum , and let v,,(i) be the maximum of the edge costs that are less than E in the 
ith iteration of iterative E-BnB. If E is set to m for the first iteration, and is updated to 
E = u,,,~, (i) after each iteration i, then iterative E-BnB expands asymptotically the same 
number of nodes to find a solution of a given quality as e-BnB that uses the maximum 
possible E to find a solution with the same quality 
Proof. Let k be the total number of iterations executed. Then k < m, since the value 
of E is reduced from one edge cost to a lower edge cost, thus there can be at most m 
iterations. Let IVi be the expected number of nodes generated by the ith iteration. Since 
the value of E used in one iteration is less than that used in the previous iteration, the 
expected size of the tree searched is monotonically nondecreasing from one iteration to 
the next. That is, NI 6 N2 Q . . . < Nk. Therefore, the total number of nodes expanded 
by iterative e-BnB is 
k 
c Ni 6 kNk < mNk=O(Nk). 
i=l 
In addition, any E-BnB that produces a solution of the given cost must explore at 
least the same tree as the last iteration, i.e. it generates Nk expected number of nodes. 
Hence the conclusion. 0 
7. Experimental study 
In this section, we report the results of an experimental study of e-transformation 
and iterative e-transformation. The purpose is to better understand these two methods, 
and to identify the conditions under which they are effective. To this end, we compare 
E-DFl3nB and iterative &-DFBnB to other approximation algorithms. We use DFBnB 
in our experiments due to its linear space requirement, rather than BFS which usually 
requires exponential space. 
Iterative &-DFBnB can be used in the same way as truncated DFBnB [ 15,421 to 
find approximate and optimal solutions. Truncated DFBnB is a DFBnB algorithm that 
terminates when the total available computation has been exhausted. The best solution 
found up to that point is returned as an approximation of the optimal solution. The 
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main difference between these two algorithms is that the territory explored by iterative 
.+DFBnB is generally smaller than the territory explored by truncated DF’BnB, since 
iterative a-DFBnB may re-expand a node many times. 
Local search [ 1617,251 is a well-known class of approximation methods for many 
difficult combinatorial problems. Starting at an initial solution, such as one generated 
by a polynomial-time approximation algorithm, local search continuously improves the 
current solution by local perturbations, until no further improvement can be made. This 
process may be invoked many times with different initial solutions if more computation 
is available. A serious drawback of local search is that without enumerating all possible 
starting solutions, it generally cannot determine if the best solution found so far is 
optimal. 
All the experiments were performed on a Sun4 Sparc460 workstation. 
7.1. Random trees 
We first examine iterative e-DFBnB on random trees by comparing it with truncated 
DFBnB. The objective is to understand how effective iterative -transformation can be 
under ideal conditions when the node-cost distribution is known and edge costs are 
independent and identically distributed. 
We ran both iterative -DFBnB and truncated DFBnB on the same set of random trees, 
and recorded the total number of node expansions when either algorithm updated its 
current solution during the search. We then recorded the average solution cost for a given 
number of node expansions as the performance measure. We measured the performance 
as the number of node expansions because xpanding a node is the primary operation 
used in both algorithms. We implemented iterative e-DFBnB both with and without 
actual-value pruning. In our implementation, the value of E in the current iteration is 
taken as half of the maximum among all edge costs that were set to zero in the previous 
iteration, i.e., E = 0,,/2. 
Fig. 9 shows our experimental results, averaged over the same 1000 problems, on 
uniform random trees T( b = 2,d = 10) and T( b = 10,d = 20) with edge costs 
uniformly chosen from (0, l/r, 2/r,. . . , 1 - l/r}, where r = 216 - 1. The horizontal 
axes, on a logarithmic scale, are the average numbers of node expansions, and the 
vertical axes are the average relative errors of goal costs obtained by both algorithms. 
The results in Fig. 9(b) indicate that iterative -DFBnB without actual-value pruning 
is slightly better than iterative e-DFBnB with actual-value pruning on uniform random 
trees, This is consistent with the results in Fig. 8 of Section 5. There is no noticeable dif- 
ference between iterative -DFBnB without actual-value pruning and iterative -DFBnB 
with actual-value pruning in Fig. 9(a). The difference between the average solution-cost 
error for iterative -DFBnB and truncated DFBnB in Fig. 9 is large relative to the error 
in the data. Compared to truncated DFBnB, iterative e-DFBnB finds a better solution 
with the same average number of node expansions. For instance, on T( b = 10, d = 20) 
(Fig. 9(b)), with 1,000 node expansions, iterative e-DFBnB finds a goal node with 
cost that is on average 10.4% higher than the optimal goal cost, while truncated DFBnB 
finds a goal node with cost that is on average 40.4% higher than the optimal goal 
cost. Fig. 9 also shows that when the branching factor and tree depth increases (from 
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Fig. 9(a) to Fig. 9(b)), iterative e-DFBnB further outperforms truncated DFBnB on 
average. One reason that iterative .s-DFBnB outperforms truncated DFBnB may be that 
iterative .n-DFBnB performs a cursory exploration of the whole tree in each iteration, 
whereas truncated DFBnB examines the tree from left to right in full detail. 
Since it finds better goal nodes sooner than truncated DFBnB, iterative a-DFBnB is 
able to avoid expanding some nodes that are expanded by DFBnB. Iterative e-DFBnB, 
however, usually takes longer to finish in the case of finding an optimal goal node. 
This is because even if it has obtained an optimal goal node, iterative .a-DFBnB has 
to run many iterations before satisfying the termination condition. The number of extra 
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iterations needed after an optimal solution has been found depends on the problem and 
the method used to update E. 
The edge-cost distribution also affects iterative .s-DFBnB. Specifically, its relative 
advantage over truncated DFBnB decreases when the probability of zero-cost edges 
increases. Fig. 10 shows one example on uniform random trees T(b = 2,d = 10) and 
7’( b = 10, d = 20), with the edge costs uniformly chosen from (0, 1,2,3,. . . ,19}. The 
horizontal and vertical axes are the same as those in Fig. 9. The results for iterative 
.s-DFBnB and truncated DFBnB are averaged over the same 1000 problems. Compared 
to Fig. 9(a), Fig. lO( a) shows that on random trees with a relatively large probability of 
zero-cost edges and a shallow depth, iterative e-DFBnB does not outperform truncated 
DFBnB. Although iterative s-DFBnB is still superior to truncated DFBnB when the 
branching factor and tree depth are increased (Fig. lO( b) >, its performance improvement 
over truncated DFBnB is less, as seen by comparing Fig. 10(b) with Fig. 9(b). In 
addition, the difference between the average solution-cost error for iterative a-DFBnB 
and truncated DFBnB is still large relative to the error in the data. 
7.2. Real problems 
We now evaluate e-DFBnB and iterative s-DFBnB on two practical problems, the 
asymmetric traveling salesman problem (ATSP) and boolean satisfiability. Both prob- 
lems are known to be NP-hard [9]. Our objective is to identify the conditions under 
which s-transformation and iterative -transformation are effective on real problems. 
One problem of applying analytical results to real-world problems is that the as- 
sumptions made for the analysis are usually violated. For s-transformation i particular, 
the edge costs usually depend upon each other and may not be chosen from the same 
distribution, and the branching factors of different nodes are neither independent nor 
identically distributed. Keeping these caveats in mind, we compare -DFBnB to a local 
search method for finding an approximate solution, and iterative -DFBnB to truncated 
DFBnB for finding the best approximate solution within a fixed time bound, and for 
finding an optimal solution. 
In our implementation of s-DPBnB and iterative e-DFBnB, we used the sampling 
method described in Section 5.1 to estimate the branching factor and edge-cost distri- 
bution. The value of E for the first iteration is set to the learned value of E*, which is 
updated uring this iteration. For each subsequent iteration, the value of E is set to one 
half of the maximum of all edge costs that were set to zero in the current iteration, i.e., 
s = omax/2. In these experiments, e-DFBnB without actual-value pruning does much 
worse than .s-DFBnB with actual-value pruning. Therefore, we only present he results 
of s-DFBnB with actual-value pruning. 
7.2. I. The asymmetric traveling salesman problem 
Given n cities, { 1,2,3,. . . , n}, and a matrix (ci,i) of intercity costs that defines a 
cost between each pair of cities, the traveling salesman problem (TSP) is to find a 
minimum-cost tour that visits each city exactly once and returns to the starting city. 
Many NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems can be formulated as TSPs, such as 
vehicle routing, workshop scheduling, computer wiring, etc. [ 231. When the cost matrix 
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is asymmetric, i.e. the cost from city i to city j is not necessarily equal to the cost from 
city j to city i, then the problem is referred to as the asymmetric TSP (ATSP). 
The ATSP can be optimally solved by branch-and-bound (BnB). The solution cost 
of the related assignment problem (AF’) [ 341 is the best-known ode-cost function 
[ 21. The assignment problem is to assign to each city i another city j, with ci,j as the 
cost of this assignment, such that the total cost of all assignments i minimized. The 
assignment problem is a relaxation of the ATSP since the assignments do not need to 
form a single tour, but instead can form a collection of disjoint subtours. This provides 
a lower bound on the cost of the ATSP tour, which can be viewed as an assignment 
of each city to its successor in the tour. The assignment problem can be solved in 
O(n3) time [34]. If the solution to the assignment problem happens to be a single 
complete tour, it is also the solution to the ATSP as well. If, on the other hand, the 
solution to the assignment problem is not a single complete tour, then it is decomposed, 
generating subproblems. A subproblem can be produced by including and/or excluding 
some edges of the solution to the assignment problem in/from the final ATSP tour in 
order to disallow certain subtours. There are many ways to decompose a problem such 
that the corresponding state space is a tree with no duplicate nodes. See [2] for a 
detailed summary of these decomposition methods. In our experiments, we adopted the 
method proposed by Carpaneto and Toth [ 31. 
We used four different cost matrices (ci,j) in our comparison. (a) Random matrices 
with ci,,i uniformly chosen from (0, 1,2,. . . , 216 - 1). We used a large number of distinct 
costs r in order to generate difficult problem instances, since those instances produced 
from a small range r are relatively easy to solve on average [45-47]. (b) Random 
matrices generated as in (a) and then augmented by the triangle inequality, namely, 
Ci,,; < Ci,k i- Ck,j, for all Cities i, j, k. 6 (c) Random matrices with ci,j uniformly selected 
from {O,l,..., i x j}, which are known to be very difficult for many methods based 
on the assignment problem cost function [ 301. (d) Matrices converted from no-wait 
flowshop scheduling for four machines, which is known to be NP-complete [33]. No- 
wait flowshop scheduling involves determining a sequence for processing a set of jobs 
where each job must be handled by a set of machines in the same preset order. The 
objective is a sequence that minimizes a cost function (e.g., we used the total completion 
time as the cost measure in our experiments), subject o the additional constraint hat 
the next machine be available when a job is ready for it. In our experiments, problem 
instances are generated by uniformly choosing the required processing time of a job 
on a machine from the set (0, 1,2,. . . ,216 - 1). They are then converted into the 
ATSPs using the method in [37]. Another possible random cost matrix would be the 
one used in [4], which is generated by using lognormal distributions with fixed mean 
values. We decided not to use this type of matrix in our comparison because our research 
[ 43,46,47] has showed that the average complexity of the ATSP under a random matrix 
is mainly determined by the number of different values in the matrix. Thus, the type 
(a) random matrices in our experiments should be sufficient. 
’ Random values were assigned to the Ci,i, and then each c;,j was compared to the sum q,k + C&j for all k. 
If Ci,j was less than or equal to the sum, then it satisfied the triangle inequality, otherwise ci,j was set equal 
to the sum. 
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The local search method presented in [ 171, which we refer to as KP-local-search, 
was applied five times for each problem instance. The five initial tours were the best 
of ten initial tours generated from several polynomial-time approximation algorithms, 
including nearest neighbor [8], nearest insertion [8], farthest insertion [8], greedy 
algorithm [ 81, and Karp’s patching algorithm [ 181. The nearest-neighbor method was 
used to generate six initial tours. The cost of the best tour among all these ten initial 
tours was also used as the initial upper bounds by e-DFBnB and DFBnB, so that all the 
algorithms tarted with the same information. 
The average running time of KP-local-search is longer than the running time of E*- 
DFBnB for the problem instances we considered, because we chose to use five initial 
tours for KP-local-search. This was done to give KP-local-search at least as much time 
as used by E*-DFBnB. Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the quality of solutions from E*- 
DFBnB and from KP-local-search. The horizontal axes in the figures are the numbers 
of cities. The vertical axes are the tour quality, expressed as the average relative error 
of tour costs found by these algorithms with respect o the assignment problem lower 
bounds. Each data point is averaged over the same 100 problems. The results indicate 
that c*-DFBnB outperforms KP-local-search: it runs faster and finds better solutions 
than KP-local-search. 
We also compared iterative -DFBnB and truncated DFBnB. Iterative e-DFBnB finds 
better solutions sooner than truncated DFBnB on average. Fig. 12 shows our experi- 
mental results on 500-city random ATSPs over the range of values where the average 
relative error of iterative &-DFBnB and truncated DFBnB differ. The results are averaged 
over the same 50 problems. The horizontal axis is the CPU time on a Sun4 Sparc460 
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workstation, and the vertical axis is the average relative error of tour costs from iterative 
e-DFBnB and truncated DFBnB with respect o the assignment problem lower bounds. 
This result is similar to the result on random trees in Fig. 9. 
We also compared iterative -DFBnB to truncated DFBnB and KP-local-search on two 
specific ATSP instances: a 23-city and a 43-city ATSP [ 291. These two problems have 
assignment problem costs 85 and 43, but optimal ATSP costs 259 and 5620, respectively. 
Algorithms that use the assignment problem lower bound are not very efficient on these 
problems, since the assignment problem function does not provide a good lower bound. 
Both iterative e-DFBnB and truncated DFBnB find an optimal tour of cost 259 on the 
23-city problem, while KP-local-search stops at a non-optimal tour of cost 262 in one 
second. Furthermore, iterative e-DFBnB finds an optimal tour in 21 seconds (with 391 
node generations) and finishes in 91 seconds (with 1,900 total node generations), while 
truncated DFBnB reaches an optimal tour in 65 seconds (with 1,266 node generations) 
and terminates in 120 seconds (with 2,378 total node generations). For the 43-city 
ATSP, local search finds a tour with cost 5627 in 2 seconds. Both iterative e-DFBnB 
and truncated DFBnB find a tour with cost 5627 in 7 seconds, but fail to make further 
progress after more than one million node generations or more than 13 hours of CPU 
time on a Sun4 Sparc460 workstation. 
7.2.2. Maximal boolean satis$ability 
A constraint-satisfaction problem (CSP) involves a set of variables, each of which has 
a domain of potential values, and a set of constraints that define acceptable combinations 
of variables. A solution to a CSP specifies an assignment of values to variables that 
does not violate the constraints. There are many practical CSPs in which no assignment 
can be found that does not violate a constraint; see [7] for discussion and references 
therein. In this case, one option is to find an assignment such that the total number of 
satisfied constraints i  maximized. This problem is called the maximum CSP 
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We focus on boolean satisfiability, a special case of CSP, In this problem, the values 
of a variable are either true or false, and the overall constraint is a set of clauses. A 
clause is a disjunction of literals that are either variables or negated variables, such as 
(x V my V z > . In particular, we use the 3-satisfiability problem, or 3-SAT for short, which 
is a boolean satisfiability problem where each clause has three literals. 
The maximum boolean satisfiability problem (MB-SAT) can be optimally solved by 
BnB as follows. The root of the search tree is the original problem with no variable 
specified. One variable is then chosen and set to either true or false, thus decompos- 
ing the original problem into two subproblems. Each subproblem is then simplified as 
follows. If the selected variable is set to true, a clause can be removed if it contains 
this variable. A clause can also be discarded if it contains the negation of a variable 
and the variable is set to false. Furthermore, a variable can be deleted from a clause 
if the negation of the literal is set to true. Since the two values of a variable are 
mutually exclusive, so are the two subproblems generated. Therefore, the state space 
of the problem is a binary tree without duplicate nodes. Since only one variable is 
instantiated at each step, the maximum depth of the state-space tree is equal to the 
number of variables. The cost of a node is the total number of clauses violated. When 
one more variable is specified, the number of violated clauses may increase but can- 
not decrease, and thus the node costs are monotonically nondecreasing. In our simple 
implementation of BnB, we use the most occurrence heuristic to choose a variable, 
namely, we choose an unspecified variable that occurs most frequently in the set of 
clauses. The purpose of selecting such a variable is to generate the most simplified 
subproblems. 
The edge costs in the state-space tree of an MB-SAT problem are neither independent 
of each other, nor identically distributed random variables. In fact, they are not random 
variables at all. Specifically, the costs of the root node, its two children, and four 
grandchildren are all zero, since there can be no violated clauses when at most two 
variables are specified. Therefore, the edge costs directly underneath these nodes are 
zero. Furthermore, an edge at a deep level of the tree is more likely to have a large 
cost, because there are many clauses left that have only one variable unspecified, and 
some of them cannot be satisfied at the same time. 
We adopt the GSAT algorithm [39] as a local search method for the MB-3SAT 
problem. GSAT starts with a randomly generated truth assignment. It then changes or 
flips the assignment of the variable that leads to the largest increase in the total number 
of satisfied clauses. Such flips are repeated until either a satisfying assignment is found 
or a predefined maximum number of flips is reached, which is set to twice the number 
of variables plus the number of clauses in our experiment. This process is then repeated 
with different random starting assignments up to a preset number, which is set to twice 
the number of variables. To improve the efficiency of GSAT, sideways moves 1391 are 
also included that flip a variable even if this leads to an assignment with the same 
number of violated clauses as the previous assignment, in cases where there exist no 
improving flips. 
We generated MB-3SAT problem instances by randomly selecting three variables and 
negating them with probability 0.5 for each clause. Duplicate clauses were removed. 
The problem instances we used have a large ratio (e.g., 300:20, 400:30) of the number 
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Fig. 13. Iterative -DFBnB versus local search and DFBnB on MB-3SAT. 
of clauses to the number of variables (clause to variable ratio), since random 3-SAT 
problems with a small clause to variable ratio are generally satisfiable [ 4,321. 
Fig. 13 shows our experimental comparison of iterative e-DFBnB, local search and 
truncated DPBnB. The horizontal axes are the CPU times on a Sun4 Sparc460 work- 
station, and the vertical axes are the total numbers of violated clauses. The results 
are averaged over the same 1000 problems. Figs. 13(a) and 13(c) illustrate the over- 
all performance of these algorithms on random MB-3SAT problems with 20 variables 
and 300 clauses and with 30 variables and 400 clauses, respectively. Figs. 13(b) and 
13(d) are more detailed pictures where the difference between these algorithms is the 
greatest. 
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On random MB-3SAT problems with 20 variables and 300 clauses (Figs. I3( a) and 
(b)), iterative e-DFBnB initially finds better solutions slightly sooner than truncated 
DFBnB, but subsequently performs worse than truncated DFBnB. On random MB- 
3SAT problems with 30 variables and 400 clauses (Figs. 13(c) and (a)), iterative 
e-DFBnB slightly outperforms truncated DFBnB on average over the whole range of 
execution times. 
In addition to the fact that edge costs in the search tree are not independent, the reason 
.a-DFBnB and iterative .a-DFBnB cannot compete with GSAT algorithm on MB-3SAT 
problems is probably due to the following two reasons. The first is that the search tree is 
binary. As we have seen on random trees (Figs. 9(a) and 10(a)), iterative a-DFBnB is 
not very efficient on trees with small branching factors. The second and more important 
reason is that there is only a small number of possible values for edge costs in the search 
tree of an MB-3SAT problem. Here, the cost of an edge is the difference between the 
number of violated clauses in the child node and its parent. This is because one variable 
is specified at a time, and its value may only cause a small number of clauses to be 
violated. Alternatively, to increase the number of possible edge costs in the state-space 
tree, we may choose more than one variable to specify at once. For instance, we may 
specify two variables at a time. However, this reduces the depth of the state-space tree 
by a factor of the number of variables that are specified at the same time, and thus 
exacerbates the problem seen in random trees with a shallow depth, e.g., shown by Figs. 
9 and 10. 
Local search significantly outperforms both iterative e-DFBnB and truncated DFBnB 
on MB-3SAT problems with 30 variables and 400 clauses (Figs. 13(c) and (d)). 
However, local search takes longer to approach optimal solutions on average on MB- 
3SAT problems with 20 variables and 300 clauses (Figs. 13 (a) and (b) ) . Although it 
finds all optimal solutions to the random MB-3SAT problems we tested, local search 
cannot guarantee that the solutions found are optimal. 
7.3. Summary 
Our experimental results indicate that iterative .a-DFBnB is effective on random trees 
with a large number of distinct edge costs, large branching factors, and deep goal nodes, 
in the sense that it finds better goal nodes sooner than truncated DFBnB. 
Our experimental results on real problems confirm the results on random trees. The 
edge costs in the ATSP search tree have a large number of distinct values, because the 
intercity distances were chosen from a large number of different values. The branch- 
ing factors in the search tree are the sizes of the subtour selected for decomposition, 
which are also relatively large. Thus, iterative e-DFBnB is effective on the ATSP 
We believe that e-DFBnB outperforms local search because of the effectiveness of 
the assignment problem, which provides a very tight lower bound on the ATSP cost 
[ 21. The branching factor of MB-SAT search trees, however, is only two, and the 
number of distinct edge costs of the tree is also relatively small. These factors com- 
bine to make iterative e-DFBnB less effective than local search on MB-SAT prob- 
lems. 
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8. Related work and discussion 
8. I. Phase transitions 
Karp and Pearl [ 191 originally revealed the existence of a phase transition in the 
average-case complexity of a simple random tree search problem. This phase transition 
has been extensively studied by McDiarmid and Provan [ 27,281, and Zhang and Korf 
[ 43,44,46] on random trees with arbitrary branching factors and real-valued edge costs. 
See Section 2 for a detailed discussion. 
Huberman and Hogg [ 121 discussed that phase transitions are common in large 
intelligent systems. Cheeseman et al. 141 empirically showed that phase transitions exist 
in many NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems, including Hamiltonian circuit, 
constraint-satisfaction problems, graph coloring, and the traveling salesman problem. 
In particular, the phase transition of boolean satisfiability and its transition point have 
recently attracted the attention of many researchers [ 5,22,39,40]. In addition, Zhang 
and Korf studied the phase transitions in the complexity of solving the asymmetric 
traveling salesman problem [ 471. 
8.2. Approximation algorithms 
In their seminal paper, Karp and Pearl [ 191 also proposed an approximation algorithm 
that finds a suboptimal goal node of a random tree most of the time, but may fail to 
find a solution sometimes, and runs in time linear in the tree depth on average. Their 
algorithm runs in stages, starting at the root. In each stage, the algorithm tries to find 
a node n that is located at a fixed depth below the current starting node, and whose 
cost satisfies some calculated bounding condition. If such a node n can be found, the 
algorithm then commits itself to n by making it the root node of the next search stage, 
and the process is continued. If no such node n can be found, the algorithm backtracks 
to the previous stage, and the process is repeated. If, in this process, a leaf node of the 
tree can be reached, then this leaf node is taken as an approximate solution. However, if 
no leaf node is found, the algorithm terminates with a failure. Karp and Pearl elegantly 
showed that if the lookahead epth and cost bounding condition are carefully chosen, 
then with probability approaching one the algorithm finds a suboptimal goal node whose 
cost has a constant error relative to the optimal goal cost, and runs in expected time 
linear in the tree depth. McDiarmid and Provan [27,28] extended Karp and Pearl’s 
approximation algorithm to a general random tree with arbitrary branching factor and 
real-valued edge costs. 
A serious problem with Karp and Pearl’s algorithm and the extension made by Mc- 
Diarmid and Provan, however, is that it is incomplete, meaning that it may not find a 
goal node at all, even when a goal exists. Furthermore, to ensure that the algorithm runs 
in average time polynomial in the tree depth, and finds a solution whose cost is within 
a constant multiplicative factor of optimal, the number of stages of the algorithm must 
be chosen carefully. The value of the lookahead epth critically depends on the optimal 
goal cost, which is unknown for random trees and practical search problems. Overall, 
this algorithm is not complete, and is difficult to apply in practice. 
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It is well known in the operations research community that approximate solutions can 
be obtained by prematurely terminating the execution of BnB, especially DFBnB, taking 
the best solution found to that point as an approximation. This method has also been 
called truncated DFBnB [42]. The earliest recorded study of this method that we found 
was made by Ashour [ 11. Ashour’s method stopped the execution of DFBnB when the 
first leaf node was reached, which is referred to as non-backtracking [20]. 
Ibaraki et al. [ 14,151 studied approximation methods based on BnB, which they 
called suboptimal BnB algorithms. They considered three well-known approaches, E- 
allowance, T-cut and M-cut. The E-allowance method runs BnB but stops whenever it 
finds a solution whose cost is greater than the known lower bound by no more than 
a predefined quantity E. Ibaraki [ 131 also showed that in the worst-case, e-allowance 
cannot find a desired solution in polynomial time. The T-cut method also executes 
BnB but terminates whenever the available computation is exhausted, which is defined 
by parameter T and can be considered as the number of nodes that can be expanded. 
M-cut can be considered as a modified BFS with a limited available memory M for 
storing nodes generated but not expanded. When M nodes have been stored in memory 
and a new node is generated, the node that has the highest cost among these M + 1 
nodes is discarded. Their experimental results indicate that a good cost function is 
crucial to realize a successful suboptimal BnB algorithm. Truncated DFBnB is a special 
combination of T-cut and M-cut, with maximum memory equal to the maximum search 
depth and terminating point depending upon total computation available. 
8.3. Transformation methods 
It is common practice in both operations research and heuristic problem solving 
to transform a difficult problem to a easier one in order to obtain a lower bound 
or heuristic function for the original problem [ 11,351. We refer to this method as 
problem transformation because the definition of the problem is changed by relaxing 
its constraints. One example discussed in Section 7.2.1 is the transformation of the 
asymmetric traveling salesman problem to the assignment problem. 
In contrast, c-transformation transforms a specific problem space that is difficult to 
search to a new problem space that can be easily searched by branch-and-bound. We 
refer to this as problem-space transformation because we adjust the parameters of the 
problem space rather than change the problem definition, and thus the transformed 
problem space corresponds to a different instance of the same problem representation. 
There are many different problem representations, e.g., branch-and-bound and local 
search. In this paper, we have focussed on the branch-and-bound problem representation. 
We are hopeful that e-transformation can be applied to other problem representations a
well. 
9. Conclusions 
We presented a state-space transformation method, called a-transformation, that can 
be used by a search algorithm, such as branch-and-bound (BnB), to find approximate 
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solutions to combinatorial optimization problems. This transformation method makes 
use of the phase transitions of tree search problems. On a random tree as the depth 
approaches infinity, e-BnB, which is BnB using e-transformation, runs in expected time 
that is at most cubic in the search depth, and finds a suboptimal goal node whose cost 
has a constant relative error. We also developed an iterative version of e-transformation. 
Iterative .s-BnB, which executes a sequence of e-BnB searches, each of which uses a 
successively smaller value of E, can be run until it finds an optimal solution. 
On random trees with a large number of distinct edge costs, a large branching factor, 
and deep goal nodes, iterative a-DFBnB outperforms truncated DFBnB, finding better 
solutions sooner on average. On the asymmetric traveling salesman problem (ATSP), 
whose search tree has a large number of distinct edge costs and large branching factors, 
s-DFBnB outperforms local search, and iterative a-DFBnB is superior to truncated 
DFBnB. However, on the maximum boolean satisfiability problem (MB-SAT), which 
has a binary search tree and a small number of distinct edge costs, e-DFBnB cannot 
compete with local search, and iterative .s-DFBnB has roughly the same performance as 
truncated DFBnB. 
Overall, we recommend that e-transformation be used in large search problems whose 
search trees have a large number of distinct edge costs, and large branching factors. 
To our knowledge, s-transformation is the first attempt o exploit phase transitions 
to solve combinatorial optimization problems. Since phase transitions exist in many 
intelligent systems and combinatorial optimization problems, we hope that the idea of 
e-transformation can be carried over to other real problems and search methods. 
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